HesselNet help: step-by-step
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First of all press the 'Start Claim' button.
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Now enter the value of the expenditure in

7

Next input the exchange rate between the

8

If you have receipts relating to your claim,

This automatically generates a claim

'Amount', and use the lower 'Currency'

currency you paid in and the the currency

toggle the 'I have receipts for this claim'

number in the claim number box. This

button to select the currency you wish to

you want to claim in and generate the total

button on. If you do not have receipts for

claim number is unique to you and this

be paid in.

by pressing 'Calculate'. If both the claim

your claim, click the 'I DO NOT have

particular claim. It means you can track

and expenditure are in the same currency,

receipts for this claim' button. Then press

back anytime you like. It’s also required

please enter a value of 1.0 in the

apply expense.

when you upload receipts so we can tie

'Calculate' box.

the right receipts to the right claim.
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This will bring up an 'OK' claim box. If
everything looks in order, click 'OK'. This
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Enter the period for which the expenses
you want to claim were incurred in the

expense record will then appear in the box
at the bottom of the screen.

'Claim From' and 'Claim To' boxes.
3

Check the bank reference is displaying the

10 To add in further expenses for the period

bank account where you would like your

you’ll now have access to a 'New Expense'

expenses paid. If incorrect, click on the

button.

‘Select Bank’ button and choose the bank
you would like to use. You can add bank

4

11 Click the button, enter the date, amount,

accounts by sending us a bank details

currency and rate for each additional

registration form (download from your

expenditure. You’ll see the the claim total

homepage).

value ncrease as you add in each expense.

Select the date of the expenditure using
the drop-down arrow and use the type and
code buttons to ensure costs are
correctly allocated.

12 Once you have listed all the individual
expenses for the claim period press the
'Submit' claim button, you’ll be reminded
to keep a note of the expense claim

5

The details box allows you to write a brief
description of the item or service purchased,

number, press 'OK' and your claim is
logged, it’s as simple as that.

any information you give here is a great
help with reconciliation.
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HesselNet help: frequently asked questions
I tried to claim for an expense, but the expense type

What do I do if I haven't received my payment?

wasn’t in the list. What should I do?

Once payment has been sent to you through the banking

This would normally mean that either the item is listed in

system, we will send you a remittance advice. This will give

a different category or the item is not allowed within your

you an estimate of how long the transaction through the

policy. The best thing to do is to check with your claims

banking system should take. If your payment doesn’t arrive

co-ordinator before submitting the item rather than risk

on schedule, please email your claims coordinator so they

having it referred.

can check it out.

How do I know my claim has been received by the

How do I change my bank details?

claims coordinator?

If you notice on the homepage that your bank details need

As soon as you submit your claim, you will see a pop-up

to be changed, simply use the link to down load a bank

message telling you that your claim has been received. As an

details registration form and send it to us. We will then make

option you can email a copy of the claim to yourself as a

the relevant changes to our records so that your claim will

record of the transaction.

be processed correctly.

How long will it take for me to receive a payment?

How do I know what my claims coordinator has

That is going to depend on the agreement that we have

authorised for payment?

with your company about payment periods. Your claims

If you are unfortunate enough to have an item referred, your

co-ordinator will be able to advise you. Payment transactions

claims coordinator will notify you immediately. Rest assured

can also vary according to the country where the payment is

that the remainder of your claims will be processed as normal

being made.

allowing you to resubmit the referred item once the issue has
been resolved.

What will you accept as a receipt?
Your own company policy should be clear on this. If you are

How frequently can I submit a claim?

not sure, it is always best to send a quick email to your claims

Unless your company policy has restrictions we are happy

co-ordinator (attach a copy of the receipt) and check that it is

for you to claim as often as you need to. In addition most

acceptable before you submit the claim.

companies will have time limits to ensure that claims are
processed within satisfactory periods. If you need more
information your claims coordinator is there to help.
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HesselNet help: frequently asked questions
If my move is shown as wrong on the homepage who

Why can you not pay me in my local currency?

do I notify?

Some currencies are untradeable. This means that we are

Please contact your claims coordinator immediately so that

unable to buy any of the currency to pay you with. Under

the correct details can be recorded.

these circumstances we would need to make the payment
in a different currency.

Bank charges have been deducted from my account. Is
this correct?

If I am not satisfied with the way my claim has been

It is quite normal for your bank to charge you a small fee for

handled, who would I need to talk to?

processing payments on your behalf.

In the first instance please refer the matter to your claims
coordinator. If you are not satisfied by their response, please

Who pays for these bank charges?

liaise with the operations manager. These details can be

Unless your company has agreed something different, this

obtained through your claims coordinator.

would normally be between you and your own bank.
I want to submit my claim but have no access to a
How long will I wait from submitting a claim to

scanner in order to provide receipts. What do I do?

receiving payment?

Firstly, make sure you make a note of your claim number.

We will have agreed a payment time-line with your

HesselNet is designed to allow you to log in at any time, so

company. This time-line will tell you everything you need to

that you can add the receipt to your claim at a later date.

know about the payment schedule that we have agreed

Handy tip - if you have a camera on your mobile phone you

with your company. This document is included within your

maybe able to use this to capture an image of the relevant

welcome pack and, if you have not received a copy, please

receipt(s).

liaise with your claims coordinator.
Can I make a claim in multiple currencies?
If an item within an expense submission is referred or

Yes.

declined will this hold up the rest of the claim?
The Hessel system is designed to allow claims to be
processed on an item by item basis. This means that if there

If you haven't been able to find the help you need

is a particular item that can't be paid, it can be dropped

here, you can e-mail us at help@hessel.co.uk

from the claim and resubmitted when the issue has been
corrected. In the meantime the claim for the other items can
proceed as usual.
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